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		This engaging guide by bestselling author Bryan Greetham takes students step-by-step through the process of writing a literature review, and equips them with practical strategies to help them navigate each stage. Each bite-sized chapter focuses on a specific aspect of the process, from generating ideas and pinning down the research problem through to searching for sources, citing references and planning, writing and editing the review. Chapters feature examples and exercises to help students apply ideas to their own work.

		

		Whether your students are writing a stand-alone review or one that is part of a dissertation or thesis, this guide is their essential companion.
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Modern API Design with ASP.NET Core 2: Building Cross-Platform Back-End SystemsApress, 2018

	
		Use ASP.NET Core 2 to create durable and cross-platform web APIs through a series of applied, practical scenarios. Examples in this book help you build APIs that are fast and scalable. You’ll progress from the basics of the framework through to solving the complex problems encountered in implementing secure RESTful services....
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Pragmatic Guide to SassPragmatic Bookshelf, 2011

	
	
		Wel come to the Pragmatic Guide to Sass. Sass (Syntactically
	
		Awes o me Style Sheets) enables you to do amazing things
	
		with your style sheets, helping you describe how HTML is
	
		laid out on a web page. Sass is an alternative way of writing
	
		CSS.
	


	
		“What’s wrong with regular ol’...
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Governance and Sustainable Urban Transport in the AmericasPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This volume explores the governance patterns of three cities of the Americas, Seattle, Montreal, and Curitiba, which all present different but interesting  cases in dealing with  sustainable urban transport challenges. The authors study empirical  data from these three cities to analyze how specific governmental and...
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Society and Health: Sociology for Health ProfessionalsSpringer, 2003

	The publication of Society and Health: Sociology for Health Professionals represents the results of an information-gathering process that has extended over a 30-year career as a health professional. It reflects a determination to frame medical sociology as a multidisciplinary endeavor that must, of necessity, draw information from a wide...
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Next Generation Excel: Modeling in Excel for Analysts and MBAs (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Rutgers professor, Dr. Isaac Gottlieb demonstrates an array of advanced financial and accounting functions in this practical Excel modeling book. He shows how to quickly create models that deliver accurate, relevant information related to efficiency, forecasting, and a host of other business and reporting issues. This book describes how Excel...
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Low-Power Design of Nanometer FPGAs: Architecture and EDA (Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2009
Low-Power Design of Nanometer FPGAs Architecture and EDA is an invaluable reference for researchers and practicing engineers concerned with power-efficient, FPGA design. State-of-the-art power reduction techniques for FPGAs will be described and compared. These techniques can be applied at the circuit, architecture, and...
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